MMLL Easter Term Assessment Timetable for Tripos 2021

This is an important notice about the calendar of your written Take-Home assessments in Easter Term. It supplements general information about your assessments already circulated by the Faculty and the University.

Please read it carefully and let us know of any queries at exams2021@mlll.cam.ac.uk.

The following list gives details of the confirmed release dates of your assessments and the submission deadlines for submitting your work. The timetable is divided into tranches: each tranche contains three working days (from 10am BST** on the first day till 4pm BST** on the third day) for each scheduled (content) paper, and four working days for all your written language papers (if relevant). There are rest days or a weekend before the beginning or after the end of each tranche. Where a tranche is split across a weekend, we have not reckoned the weekend as part of the tranche, and we do not expect you to work at weekends.

**BST = British Summer Time. If you are working in a different time-zone, please contact exams2021@mlll.cam.ac.uk in order to make arrangements for an appropriate accommodation where a submission deadline falls at an unreasonable hour.

You may organize your own time within these tranches. You are not expected to spend substantially longer on your work than you would have spent on a timed examination.

You may work around clashes with borrowed papers: please see information at the end of this notice.

Your assessments are classified by the University as coursework. You may therefore make use of any resources available to you, subject to the University’s rules on plagiarism and good academic practice.

Technical details of how papers will be released and how to submit your work will follow in a later notice. Final confirmation of rubrics will be provided at the start of Easter Full Term.

MML, HML (and others taking MML papers):

This schedule is for written papers only set and examined within MMLL. The time of your online Oral examination (for Part Ia and Ib ex ab initio) will be notified to you separately.

Language papers are those coded A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, AV, C1, C2 in each language. Scheduled papers are your content papers (e.g. literature, film), but they include all scheduled ‘Introduction to the Language X’ papers and any associated language exercises on these papers. Ab initio A3 papers are included as scheduled papers.
**Part Ia**

- All language papers will be released at 10am on Thursday 27th May.
- The submission deadline for these papers is 4pm on Tuesday 1st June.

- All scheduled (content) papers will be released at 10am on Wednesday 2nd June. There will be two submission deadlines for these papers. The order in which you submit your work is up to you:
  - Your first scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Friday 4th June.
  - Your second scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Wednesday 9th June.
  - **HML only:** If timed History examinations occur within one or more of the previous two tranches, you may, if you need to, submit your MML scheduled paper no later than 4pm on Tuesday 15th June.

**Part Ib**

- All language papers will be released at 10am on Thursday 27th May.
- The submission deadline for these papers is 4pm on Tuesday 1st June.

- All scheduled (content) papers will be released at 10am on Wednesday 2nd June. There will be a series of staggered submission deadlines for these papers. The order in which you submit your work is up to you:
  - Your first scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Friday 4th June.
  - Your second scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Wednesday 9th June.
  - Your third (if any) scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Tuesday 15th June.

**Part II**

- All language papers will be released at 10am on Thursday 27th May.
- The submission deadline for these papers is 4pm on Tuesday 1st June.
- **HML only:** if one or more History papers fall within the Part II Language-paper tranche, you may delay submission of your language papers to the following tranche.

- All scheduled (content) papers will be released at 10am on Wednesday 2nd June. There will be a series of staggered deadlines for these papers. The order in which you submit your work is up to you:
  - Your first scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Friday 4th June.
• Your second scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Wednesday 9th June.
• Your third (if any) scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Tuesday 15th June.

**Linguistics:**

**Part I; Part IIa; Part IIb**

• **All papers** will be released at 10am on Thursday 27th May.
  There will be a series of staggered submission deadlines. The order in which you submit your work is up to you:
  • Your first paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Monday 31st May.
  • Your second paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Friday 4th June.
  • Your third scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Wednesday 9th June.
  • Your fourth (if any) scheduled paper will be due for submission at 4pm on Tuesday 15th June.

**Borrowed papers (including History papers for HML candidates)**

Students taking borrowed papers must follow the procedures of the host Tripos of the paper. This includes History papers for HML students. Please make sure you are aware of these procedures, via your DoS or via the relevant Faculty.

**Part Ia/Ib HML students:** If one History paper falls within the Language-paper tranche, you must still complete your language papers by 1st June (you have fewer language papers than MML students). If two History papers fall within the Language-paper tranche, you may delay submission of your language papers to the following tranche. You must inform your Director of Studies and exams2021@mmll.cam.ac.uk if you need to do this, giving details of the time and date of your History papers. **Part II HML:** You may if you wish delay submission of language papers if you have a clash with one or more History papers taking place during the Language Paper tranche, but please inform your DoS and exams2021.

**All students:** If one or more borrowed paper(s) is timetabled to be examined within an MMLL scheduled-paper tranche (or on a rest day), **you may ignore the subsequent MMLL deadline for that tranche.** If a borrowed paper falls during the final MMLL tranche, you should submit your MMLL papers for the previous tranches. If a borrowed paper falls within the language-paper tranche, contact exams2021@mmll.cam.ac.uk for advice giving details of the time and date of your borrowed paper, and the language papers you are taking. **You must observe deadlines of the host Faculty for your borrowed paper(s).**
*If the timing of borrowed papers will cause you difficulties, you should notify your Director of Studies and also exams2021@mmll.cam.ac.uk as soon as possible, to arrange an extension to interim deadlines as needed. Unfortunately, we cannot extend the deadline of the last tranche.
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